Over the past twenty years, directional borehole drilling has become increasingly important for 9 improving the optimal extraction of reserves from challenging targets, for extending the reach of 10 fixed platforms and for reducing wellbore collisions. Very long wells drilled using borehole steering 11 methods can take weeks to months to complete and rely on accurate models of the Earth's magnetic 12 field which necessarily include a parameterization of its time variation. Earth magnetic field models 13 used in the hydrocarbon industry, such as the BGS Global Geomagnetic Model (BGGM), are 14 computed from data collected by a network of ground-based magnetic observatories and from low-15
Introduction 25

Directional drilling
Horizontal directional drilling is the navigation of a wellbore along a pre-designed sub-surface well 27 path to a geological target laterally distant from the rig. It is particularly useful for drilling off-shore 28 and to off-shore locations from on-shore, where targets are typically at a few km depth and greater 29 than 5 km distant horizontally (Figure 1 ). Extended reach drilling can now achieve well path 30 distances of more than 12 km with the world record of 12.376 km being set by Exxon Neftegas Ltd. 31 in 2012 for well Z-44 in the Chayvo field, Sakhalin, offshore East Russia (Exxon, 2012). 32
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The drillers target is contained fully within the geological target and is defined by ellipsoids of 34 uncertainty, derived using sophisticated error models that are now well established within the 35 industry (Williamson, 2000; Miller et al., 2003; ISCWSA, 2009) . As demand to maximise hydrocarbon 36 extraction increases, the challenge to the industry to drill safely and cost effectively to small distant 37 geological targets becomes more difficult -particularly within established areas congested with 38 existing wells. 39
One of the techniques most commonly used is Measurement While Drilling (MWD), where tools are 40 deployed down hole behind the drill bit to measure the gravity and magnetic field vectors. MWD 41 tools typically comprise three orthogonal accelerometers and three orthogonal fluxgate sensors. In 42 MWD, the magnetic field vector is usually described by declination (the angle between magnetic and 43 true north in the horizontal plane), inclination or magnetic dip (the angle between the horizontal 44 and the magnetic field direction) and the total field intensity. 45
Although significant improvements in tools and survey management processing techniques have 46 taken place (e.g. Lowdon and Chia, 2003; Chia and Lima, 2004) , ultimately MWD relies upon 47 measuring the direction of the well-bore relative to the direction of the local geomagnetic field 48 (Russell et al., 1995) . Hence accuracy is inherently limited by knowledge of the direction of the 49 Earth's magnetic field at the MWD survey position. This cannot be determined directly from the 50 down-hole data -due to the difficulty in measuring the direction of true north and the noisy 51 magnetic environment -so estimates have to be made using geomagnetic field models. 52
The desired accuracy requirements on magnetic field values used to correct magnetic MWD data are 53 stringent: 0.1° for declination, 0.05° for inclination and 50 nT for total intensity (at the 95% 54 confidence level) (Russell et al, 1995) . A study by Macmillan and Grindrod (2010) quantified 55 uncertainties for successive releases of a magnetic field model produced by the British Geological 56 Survey (BGS Global Geomagnetic Model -BGGM). These uncertainties were found to exceed the 57 desired accuracies, hence the need to improve the BGGM. 58
The magnetic field at any location near the Earth's surface can be expressed as the vector sum of the 59 contributions from three main sources: the main field generated in the Earth's core, the crustal field 60 from the permanently magnetised lithosphere and a combined (external) disturbance field from 61 various electrical currents flowing in the upper atmosphere and magnetosphere. 62
The main field accounts for approximately 98% of the field strength at the surface of the Earth, and 63 both its spatially varying strength (22,000-67,000 nT) and direction change relatively slowly over 64 time. The crustal and external fields vary in space and time in a manner that is significant enough to 65 warrant inclusion in the magnetic field estimate to meet the accuracy requirements for MWD 66 surveys. These fields are often included in magnetic field estimates for MWD surveys, but in this 67 paper we concentrate on the modelling and forecasting of the main magnetic field. 68
Why does the magnetic field change?
69
The Earth is a compositionally layered body, with a thin crust (5-30 km depth), silicate mantle (30 -70 3385 km depth) and iron-nickel core (3385-6371 km depth). The core is approximately the size of 71
Mars and is divided into a liquid outer core and a solid inner core, the latter approximately the size 72 of the Moon (e.g. Lowrie, 2007) . 73
It is generally accepted that the Earth's magnetic field is produced by dynamo action in the outer 74 core. Mechanical energy from flowing liquid iron is converted into electric and magnetic energy (e.g. 75 Lowes, 1984) . The driving force that sustains flow and convection in the outer core arises from the 76 buoyancy effects of light element separating out at the outer-inner core boundary. As the fluid 77 material freezes onto the inner core, the lighter elements are squeezed out into the liquid outer 78 core. The relative difference in density means they are buoyant and hence rise to the top of the 79 core. This is believed to account for the majority of the energy available for convection. 80
The combination of the motion from convection and the relatively rapid rotation of the Earth 81 produces a complex flow regime within the core. However, it is possible to infer the large scale flow 82 from magnetic field measurements if we assume that the magnetic field is entrained into the 83 conductive fluid at the core-mantle boundary over short time scales. The flow therefore helps to 84 create the field but it is also responsible for dragging it along in a process called advection. 85
The geodynamo is a chaotic system which varies on time scales of months to millennia, including 86 reversing polarity at random intervals. This non-linearity makes it difficult to accurately forecast the 87 change of the magnetic field over a period of more than fifty years and impossible after 1000 years 88 (Hulot et al., 2010) . This is analogous to attempting to accurately forecast the weather for periods 89 longer than a week. Therefore to maintain accuracy, the BGGM, for example, is an annually revised 90 geomagnetic field model that contains forecasts of field changes for up to two years following each 91 revision. We discuss this in more detail in the next section. 92
Magnetic Field Modelling
93
The BGGM is an annually updated model of the Earth's large-scale magnetic field. It consists of (a) a 94 retrospective part up to the present day (e.g. 2013.0), computed from magnetic field data recorded 95 from satellite and ground-based observatories and repeat stations, and (b) a predictive part. It also 96 includes some coefficients describing the large-scale external field. 97
Retrospective modelling
98
The BGGM is a spherical harmonic model derived from predominantly vector geomagnetic field 99 measurements. The magnetic field at any point at or above the Earth's surface can be derived from 100 the following spherical harmonic equation: 101
The magnetic potential (Ω) at any radius (r), latitude (θ) and longitude (φ) can be described by a 104 summing series of functions called Legendre polynomials (P ) modified by sine and cosine functions 105 weighted by the so-called Gauss coefficients (g and h ). a is the radius of the Earth. The full field 106 vector (B) is calculated from the negative gradient of omega (i.e. Ω). 107
The functions are wavelength-dependent, being modified by the spherical harmonic degree (n) and 108 order (m) summation terms. For example, the main dipole component of the Earth's magnetic field 109 is described using the first three terms: g , g and h . Satellite data are also weighted according to the measured along-track noise on each orbit. 135
The contamination of the models by local crustal magnetic fields is minimised by including 136 observatory crustal biases (i.e. the local influence of magnetic rocks) in the model solution. Much of 137 the crustal field signal in the satellite data is attenuated because of the distance of the satellites 138 from the sources (over 600 km altitude for Ørsted and 300 km altitude for CHAMP), but any 139 remaining crustal field that can be robustly modelled is included. 140 About 3 million data are used to determine many thousands of parameters in the 'parent' magnetic 141 field model. There are many more parameters in the parent model than are necessary for the final 142 BGGM; for example over 5% of the parameters are related to the rapidly varying external field, and 143 many of the small-scale internal field terms are not considered robust. The observatory crustal 144 biases are also not used in the final BGGM. 145
The parent model is produced from an inversion for the model parameters using an iterative 146 reweighted least-squares process; the iterations being necessary on account of the non-linearity of 147 the data in terms of the model parameters and the assumed uncertainty distribution. More 148 complete descriptions of data selection and model parameterisation for the parent model are in 149 Thomson and Lesur (2007) , and Hamilton et al. (2010) . Figure 2 (a) shows the 150 final BGGM2013 declination. This is a critical parameter for directional drilling using magnetic MWD. 151
The rate of change of declination also varies across the globe, as shown in Figure 2 (b). 152
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Forecasting methodology
154
For the predictive part of the model we start by assuming that the magnetic field lines of the main 155 field are essentially 'frozen' into the liquid at the top of the outer core and are therefore advected by 156 the fluid motion. It is then possible to deduce the flow causing the observed field change at the 157 surface of the Earth by examining the relative changes over a period of, say, a year. In reality the 158 magnetic field change is controlled by a balance between processes which cause advection and 159 processes that cause natural diffusion of the field e.g. due to electrical resistance in the mantle. 160
At large scales, advection dominates diffusion on short timescales (< 10 years) (e.g. Holme, 2007) . 161 However, at some sufficiently small length scale, diffusion does become important again -otherwise 162 the geodynamo could not operate. However for our purposes, we can neglect diffusion, thereby 163 arriving at the so-called 'frozen-flux' induction equation, which describes how flowing fluid advects 164 the magnetic field: 165
B r is the radial part of the magnetic field, indicates the first derivative with respect to time, u is a 167 vector containing the flow components in the north (θ) and east (φ) directions along the surface of 168 the core-mantle boundary and  H is the horizontal part of the divergence operator (Whaler, 1986 As the secular variation and acceleration of the magnetic field can be measured at the surface, it 182 remains then to solve for the flow velocity and acceleration using the mathematical relationship 183 between fluid flow and magnetic field. However, the solutions to equations (2) and (3) for u and 184 are ambiguous because there are at least two unknowns in each equation (i.e. the 185 velocity/acceleration in the north and east directions) and only one known quantity (secular 186 variation or acceleration). To reduce the ambiguity, additional constraints are required. Strategies 187 aimed at reducing the ambiguity of the core flow solutions have been investigated for several 188 decades. Some impose restrictions on the type of flow that is allowed, while others appeal to 189 physical or mathematical constraints. 190
We apply a constraint that assumes the flow velocity remains constant (steady) over a short period (2) and (3) show, there is a dependence of the secular variation and 223 secular acceleration on the main field itself. Hence the process is non-linear and has to be stepped 224 forwards at a suitably fine time resolution (Beggan and Whaler, 2010) . 225
We therefore advect the field forwards using a time step of one month. Each month a new set of 226 matrices relating flow velocity and acceleration to secular variation and secular acceleration are 227 computed based on the previous month's main field and secular variation coefficients. This 228 generates a set of predicted secular variation and secular acceleration coefficients which are added 229 to the main field coefficients for the new prediction of the main field. As the prediction modifies the 230 main field and secular variation coefficients, the prediction is non-linear, reflecting how the 231 magnetic field is advected by the flow in reality. 232 
Forecasting
243
The obvious question is: how well does the new method forecast the change of the magnetic field, 244 compared to the previous method used for prediction of the field in the BGGM or in other models? 245
In this section we answer this question using two methods: a retrospective study and a comparison 246 with the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model. 247 248 We conducted a retrospective study to test how well the flow modelling forecast method compares 249 against the previous method of extrapolation used for the BGGM prior to 2013. To do this, steady 250 flow and steady acceleration models were computed from magnetic field data covering the period 251 2007 -2011. We used the flow models to predict the magnetic field change over the following two 252 years from 2011 to 2013. We then compared the new method to the previous extrapolation method 253 using an independent dataset of night-time hourly-mean observatory values when the magnetic 254 field was relatively undisturbed for 2011 and 2012. 255
Retrospective study
In order to compare the forecasted magnetic field to the observed magnetic field, we looked at the 256 standard deviation of the differences between the measurements in the three orthogonal 257 components of the magnetic field at 94 observatories across the globe. As with any natural system 258 there are variations about the mean -in this case related to external magnetic field activity. Hence 259 we should not expect the standard deviation of the forecast differences to be smaller than natural 260 variations of the observatory data. 261 
nT). 264
The standard deviation is calculated for the differences between the flow forecast method and each 265 component at each observatory. These are then averaged over all observatories. The values in the X 266 and Y components (12.6 and 5.9 nT, respectively) are very close to the natural variability of 267 measurements suggesting the forecast is quite accurate over the two year period. The extrapolation 268 technique used in previous BGGMs also shows a good fit to the data (e.g. 15.0 and 6.5 nT in X and Y, 269 respectively) but does not follow the variation as well as the flow technique. 270
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The conclusion to be drawn from Table 1 is that the flow method using velocity and acceleration has 272 been better able to account for the variation of the magnetic field over the previous two years than 273 the extrapolation method previously used in the BGGM. 274
Comparison to the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
275
We compared the forecast from the BGGM flow technique to the forecast from the eleventh version 276 of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) released in December 2009 (Finlay et al., 277 2010). This is not an entirely fair comparison as the IGRF model is only updated on a quinquennial 278 basis, compared to the annual update of the BGGM, so we note the differences are more illustrative 279 of the variation of the magnetic field and our current ability to predict it than a critique of the IGRF-280 11. However we include this comparison here as the IGRF is sometimes used in directional drilling 281 despite its quinquennial update and exclusion of the long-wavelength crustal field. 282
We used the same process as in Section 3.1 to produce the BGGM prediction of the main field 283 variation. 
Conclusion
301
Improvements in the modelling of the geomagnetic field complements other MWD improvements 302 developed over the past few decades, providing more accurate well bore surveys and better 303 estimation of positional uncertainty. 304
The implementation of core flow modelling into the forecasting methodology of the BGGM has been 305 shown to bring a worthwhile improvement. Core flow modelling can be considered a smoothing 306 technique and hence can be seen as capturing the average changes of the motions of the fluid outer 307 core. However, the method requires damping parameters which are dependent on the era and thus, 308 expert input is required to maintain this modelling improvement year by year. 309
A retrospective analysis of the period 2011.0-2013.0 shows that the steady flow and acceleration 310 modelling generates relatively good forecasts of the field change. Therefore, this suggests that the 311 use of a steady flow and acceleration model for forecasting the change of the magnetic field over 312 short periods of time for future releases of the BGGM is worthwhile and this method has now been 313 implemented for the 2013 release of the BGGM. In order to maintain confidence in the accuracy, 314 each year the forecast from previous revisions will be checked against available observatory data 315 and tuned to provide the best retrospective fit. 316
Further improvements in field accuracy will allow a reduction in the size of the error ellipsoid 317 providing a larger driller's target for any given geological target. This should increase confidence and 318 reduce drilling time -producing cost savings whilst maximising the potential for hydrocarbon 319 production. 320 derived from the secular variation and acceleration of the main field prior to the forecast period. 380
They are used to compute the changes to the main field over the following two years after 2013. 381 
